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1. Vision 

1.1. Goals 

TOTEM Offline Database Access Console (TODAC) is a database software that improves 

the process of data acquisition and processing in the TOTEM1  experiment at The 

European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN2) in Geneva. 

Data used by High Energy Physics experiments are acquired from a range of sources. For 

effective and convenient work of scientists, it is crucial to store them in a central point, 

where all necessary figures will be easily accessible. Operating directly on the database 

or using programming API3 for accessing it (TUDAS4) is both inconvenient and inefficient 

for scientists. The aim of the project was to build a command-line and web access 

console for the existing TOTEM database at CERN, Geneva, which will be used by 

scientists to browse, store or retrieve the data. Constructed software is integrated with 

existing modules for database manipulation and allows to enhance the data processing 

in the TOTEM experiment. 

TODAC consists of few independent applications (for each kind of measurements that is 

relevant for the TOTEM experiment) with a unified command-line and web interface for 

them. Each application acquires data sets corresponding to the parameters specified by 

user (with usage of external storage systems or provided input files), transforms them 

into appropriate for the database format and populates the database with them. TODAC 

makes it also possible to perform reverse process - to retrieve data from the database 

and present it to user.  

                                              

1 TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross-section Measurement (TOTEM) 

2 The European Organization for Nuclear Research 

3 Application Programming Interface 

4 Access layer to the TOTEM Offline Database offering APIs  in Java, Python and C++ 
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Process of locating and gathering the data is done by integrating existing database 

software (DBPop, database module of CMSSW Framework5) into TODAC application. 

All interactions with the database itself are performed via database access layer (TUDAS).  

 

Figure 1. Vision of database system state in TOTEM 

1.2. Existing CERN systems overview 

There exists a set of already implemented projects which deal with database interactions. 

Each project provides user with different functionality like managing database content 

without SQL queries, extracting data to XML6 files etc. However, many of these systems 

                                              

5 CERN framework developed in the CMS experiment 

6 Extensible Markup Language 
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cannot be easily used anymore due to software changes at CERN (e.g. new versions of 

the operating system) which made them impossible to use. That state of software 

indicated that some of TOTEM database projects need be renovated and combined into 

new application that will be  compatible with latest CERN software. The aforementioned 

database software projects are: 

 

Figure 2. Database system state before TODAC introduction 

 TUDAS (TOTEM Unified Database Access Service) 

o Capabilities 

 Efficient and safe layer to access the TOTEM Offline Database7 

 API in three programming languages (Java, Python, C++) 

                                              

7 Oracle Database for the TOTEM experiment used for storing relevant measurements 
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 Abstraction of low-level database access mechanisms 

o Limitations 

 Too low level of abstraction - scientists willing to access the data 

have to implement applications themselves 

 TOTEM DBPop (Database Population System) 

o Capabilities 

 Automatic gathering data from LHC Logging Database8 

 Populating database with collected data 

o Limitations 

 Using outdated libraries 

 Based on SQL queries execution instead of using TUDAS 

 Narrow range of served measurement types 

 TOTEM  (Database Extraction Library) 

o Capabilities 

 Extraction from database to XML 

 Web user interface 

o Limitations 

 Legacy project 

 Supports obsolete file formats 

 Deprecated 

 module in CMSSW (CMS Experiment Software Framework) 

o Capabilities 

 Low-level database content manipulation form the level of CMSSW 

Framework 

o Limitations 

 Based on direct database access 

                                              

8 Oracle database system responsible for storing filtered data for the lifetime of the LHC 
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 Does not use standardized data format 

 Not available in the newest version of CMSSW Framework 

Besides all the projects are connected with performing operations on the TOTEM Offline 

Database, none of them provides all the required functionality at once. First of all, none 

of the projects offer the capability of inserting data into the database and browsing its 

content at the same time. Nevertheless, some of them meet few of the specified for 

TODAC goals. That is the reason why carrying out TODAC project included refinement 

and integration of the existing systems into one application. 

1.3. Current data processing model 

1.3.1. Data storage 

At CERN all data gathered from the LHC9 is distributed among multiple data storage 

systems. Measurements associated with global LHC conditions are stored in LHC 

Logging Databases, raw data from specific experiments is stored in VMEA10 files on 

CASTOR11 and results from data processing are stored on AFS12 in XML and CSV13 files.  

1.3.2. Scientific workflow 

The reason behind the proposal of TODAC is that currently for scientists in order to 

acquire data they need to access multiple sources of data. This process can be very time 

consuming and requires scientists to utilize many tools which when not configured 

properly may become useless. Scientists need to be able to share results of their 

calculations easily and effectively. Data distribution causes a lot of problems in daily 

                                              

9 Large Hadron Collider 

10 Raw data file format used in TOTEM 

11 CERN Advanced STORage manager is a hierarchical storage management system 

12 The Andrew File System is a distributed networked file system 

13 Comma Separated Values 
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workflow such as delays, data inconsistency or data overriding. That is why there is a 

need for a secure central data storage with automated gathering mechanisms and easy 

access in TOTEM experiment. 

1.4. Requirements 

1.4.1. Initial requirements 

Initial requirements for TODAC project were contained in a document supplied at the 

beginning of collaboration by TOTEM representative. The document contained compact 

description of the project and its initial goals, which covered: 

 Creation of the TOTEM Database Console supposed to: 

o Provide easy to use graphical interface (probably web) for data 

manipulation in the TOTEM Offline Database  

o Provide steering mechanisms for data-taking from external sources 

o Gather and present statistics from the database 

o Act as a single frontend for existing modules interacting with the database 

 Adjustment of existing projects’ implementation to use newly built package: 

o Adding new functionality to the interface of TUDAS 

o Database schema refactoring if needed 

o Refinement of DBPop steering mechanisms 

Nevertheless, those requirements underwent many changes during the stay at CERN in 

Geneva. Gathering scientists’ opinions on the topic of existing and expected state of 

database software resulted in additional requirements for the functionality of TODAC 

application in order to facilitate interacting with the database. 

1.4.2. Functional requirements 

 TODAC Application 
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o Implementation of applications for processing and populating the 

database with each of six measurement types used in TOTEM (one 

application for each type) 

 RunInfoPopulator14 

 Locating and accessing required raw files (VMEA format) 

 Extracting data from VMEA files and populating the database 

with them 

 AlignmentPopulator and GeometryPopulator 

 Parsing proper XML files and storing read data in the 

database 

 LuminosityPopulator and OpticsPopulator 

 Parsing proper CSV files and storing read data in the 

database 

 LHCLoggingPopulator - renovated version of DBPop 

 Fetching data from LHC Logging Database 

 Converting fetched data to the formats commonly used in 

TOTEM 

 Storing converted data in the database 

o Creation of the unified command-line interface for Populator applications 

o Creation of web application for database content manipulation 

 Storing 

 Browsing 

 Retrieving 

 Existing systems integration and renovation 

o Adding new functionality to TUDAS  

 Listing stored TOTEM Runs15 

                                              

14 Populators are components responsible for populating TOTEM Offline Database with a certain     

measurement. For every measurement type there exists a different Populator 
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 Getting Run’s start/end timestamp16 

o TUDAS Server bug fixing 

o DBPop renovation - in order to be usable as a part of 

LHCLoggingPopulator 

o Establish TUDAS to be the only way to access the database 

1.4.3. Non-functional requirements 

 Integration with TUDAS authorization model 

 Database schema refactoring 

 Efficient processing of huge amounts of data in the RunInfoPopulator 

application 

 Security in the web application 

 Simple and easy to use 

 Simple installation process for the console application 

 Extensive documentation 

 TUDAS clients testing 

 Filling the database with real data 

1.5. Summary 

This chapter was an introduction to the TODAC project's main goals and has explained 

the motivation which led to its realisation. Also the current state of the database 

software in the TOTEM experiment at CERN has been mentioned as well as client's 

requirements for the project.  

                                                                                                                                                   

15 Complete set of actions performed inside LHC during TOTEM data-taking 

16 A point in time represented by a numerical value 
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2. Architecture 

2.1. Project structure 

The whole system structure is defined by intuitive java packaging that separates all 

components into libraries or standalone modules.  

 

Figure 3. Project's package structure 
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ch.cern.totem.todac.cli 

Represents one of the client applications. Contains class CoreCLI that is responsible for 

choosing appropriate module for handling command line arguments and modules 

themselves. 

ch.cern.totem.todac.commons 

Contains components and modules that are common for the whole system such as 

exception handling mechanism, logger etc. 

ch.cern.totem.todac.populators.alignment 

Represents AlignmentPopulator and classes specific for implementation of its 

components such as file reader. 

ch.cern.totem.todac.populators.geometry 

Similarly to the previous Populator this one also contains classes needed for reading 

and processing geometry17 data. 

ch.cern.totem.todac.populators.lhclogging 

Contains a set of tools for accessing LHC Logging Database, converting received data to 

TUDAS compatible format, recognizing the proper TUDAS manager and finally inserting 

it to the database. 

ch.cern.totem.todac.populators.luminosity 

Contains LuminosityPopulator and classes responsible for handling luminosity data 

including parsers for both luminosity file formats. 

  

                                              

17 Geometrical description of Roman Pot's positions in each Run 
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ch.cern.totem.todac.populators.optics 

This package was designed to handle files containing optics 18  data. It contains 

subpackages for each optics file type processing and also a module for file type 

recognition.  

ch.cern.totem.todac.populators.runinfo 

RunInfoPopulator is the most complex of all Populators. The runinfo package contains 

subpackages that represent the most important parts of run information19 gathering 

process: locating VMEA files, requesting those files, generating and running external 

system commands,  extracting the data, collecting and inserting it into the database. 

ch.cern.totem.todac.web 

Represents namespace for the second client application. 

2.2. Populators 

The system has been constructed with multiple components that generally differ by the 

type of measurement they are associated with. These components are called Populators. 

Their main functionality is to extract data from particular data source (LHC Logging 

Database, CASTOR or files), convert it into format compatible with TUDAS interfaces 

and then make use of those interfaces in order to populate the database. 

2.2.1. Alignment Populator 

The AlignmentPopulator is a component that handles data associated with Roman 

Pot20 alignments21 in the LHC tunnel. It is able to extract data from XML files. During the 

                                              

18 Measurement that represents optics conditions in the LHC tunnel 

19 Measurement containing information about collision events that occurred during TOTEM Run 

20 Roman Pots are designed to detect particles very close to the beam 

21 Measurement that indicates Roman Pot offset in LHC 
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whole process the data is converted to an array of RomanPotAlignment structures that 

are compatible with RomanPotManager interface which is provided by TUDAS. The 

information that is required as an input from user is just range of TOTEM Runs that the 

data is associated with, path to a file where data is stored and optionally a label. If user 

does not specify the label explicitly then the label is generated based on the file path. 

 

Figure 4. Alignment Populator usage example 

2.2.2. Geometry Populator 

Another module that extracts data from XML files is Geometry Populator. Just like the 

Alignment Populator it supports automatic data label creation process. Data extracted 

from files is converted in order to maintain compatibility with TUDAS interfaces. TUDAS 

interfaces expect parameters such as timestamps indicating Interval of Validity22 but 

they are hard to interpret by a human. More user-friendly parameters are numbers of 

TOTEM Runs that the processed data is associated with, so Geometry Populator is able 

to fetch required timestamp values (transparently for the user) from the database using 

RunInformationManager in TUDAS before actually inserting the data. 

                                              

22 A time interval during which a measurement is valid 
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Figure 5. Geometry Populator usage example 

2.2.3. LHC Logging Populator 

When it comes to handling global LHC conditions data there is a need of using LHC 

Logging Database which stores that information. There also exists Java API for 

aforementioned database so there is no problem with integrating it into the system. LHC 

Logging Populator was created as an intermediate way of communication with the LHC 

Logging Database. It is able to handle data model provided by the API and convert it 

into format compatible with TUDAS interfaces. It is also able to discover type of the 

downloaded data and choose proper TUDAS manager on that basis. Clients are able to 

specify a variable23 and run time span for which they want the data to be downloaded. 

There is also a functionality that allows all TOTEM-relevant variables to be inserted into 

the TOTEM Offline Database without specifying them separately.  

                                              

23 Measurements stored in LHC Logging Databases are called variables 
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Figure 6. LHC Logging Populator usage example 

2.2.4. Luminosity Populator 

The component responsible for populating the database with luminosity24 data is called 

Luminosity Populator. Its functionality covers file processing, data type recognition, 

data conversion and database communication. Luminosity Populator supports two 

types of luminosity data: LuminosityByLs and LuminosityByLsXing. On top of that, it is 

able to automatically extract label for the data from the header section of CSV files. 

Client is able to provide custom label for the data and also a custom LsLengthSec25 

value. Data extracted from files is converted into appropriate format and then inserted to 

TOTEM Offline Database via TUDAS LuminosityManager.  

                                              

24 Measurement that represents luminosity values in the LHC tunnel 

25 Luminosity section length in seconds 
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Figure 7. Luminosity Populator usage example 

2.2.5. Optics Populator 

Optics data shared within TOTEM Experiment comes in three types: Beta Star, Currents 

and Magnet Strength, each of them stored in a separate CSV file. Optics Populator has 

been designed to handle database population with any of those files but also with a 

group of those files. Client may specify just the directory where the files are located and 

then Optics Populator will perform automatic file type recognition. This feature is not 

available in the CLI26 application due to technical reasons. 

 

Figure 8. Optics Populator usage example 

                                              

26 Command Line Interface 
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2.2.6. RunInfoPopulator 

This is the most complex of all the Populator components. Run information for a single 

TOTEM Run is stored in a number (up to hundreds) of 1 GB files that each represents 

only a part of the gathered information in order to avoid handling larger files. 

RunInfoPopulator's role is to locate all the files associated with specified run on 

CASTOR, request for access to them and then wait for those files to be accessible. The 

moment of file becoming accessible is unpredictable (from 30 minutes up to 24 hours 

according to the official statements) so the Populator needs to wait and check for its the 

accessibility once in a while. This process concerns every file that is not available after 

locating resources on CASTOR. Once the file is staged RunInfoPopulator calls CMSRun 

which is a part of the CMSSW Framework. CMSRun is an application able to read files 

directly from CASTOR and extract desired run information from raw VMEA files. In order 

to maintain compatibility with data format supported by TUDAS interfaces CMSRun 

output is parsed and then the data is inserted into the database in chunks. The reason 

for using chunking is that if one would store all run information in a single object then 

they would probably run out of memory very soon when dealing with TOTEM Runs that 

contain a lot of information. 
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Figure 9. RunInfoPopulator usage example 

2.3. Client applications 

In order to make use of these components two client applications has been created both 

using all the Populators. The first one is a command-line application that enables users 

to populate the database with desired information. It is available and ready to run in 

CERN working environment for every authorized person. The second application that has 

been created is a web application with significantly enhanced functionality than the 

console application. Apart from populating the database it is also capable of displaying 

contents of the database and allows to download requested data as a file of 

standardized format. The reason why there are two applications instead of just one is 

very simple. Web application is more user-friendly and has wider functionality in 

comparison to the CLI application. The thing is that CLI may be used in much more 

efficient way for advanced users. They can run many instances of the application in 
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multiple threads or even run the application in the lxbatch27 environment which comes 

in really handy when dealing with hundreds of gigabytes of data. Another advantage of 

CLI application is that it is capable of automatic data labelling which is unavailable in the 

web application because of technical reasons (web browsers limitations). 

2.4. Commons 

There are some similarities in each of the described components - that is why some of 

the common functionality has been distinguished and implemented in a open for 

extension way.  

The most important common mechanism is exception handling. Every single TODAC 

component uses standardized exceptions that may prove useful when troubleshooting 

the application. TodacException is the only possible exception that may be thrown 

when dealing with the system. It contains detailed information about the exception and 

also a possible solution for the problem. Also whenever TudasException is thrown it is 

handled and wrapped with TodacException. 

2.5. Data model 

TODAC adopts data structures used in TUDAS interfaces. Those structures have their 

equivalents in the TOTEM Offline Database - TUDAS is used as an intermediate layer 

for transforming those structures into entries in the database and vice versa. 

  

                                              

27 CERN Batch Service for batch computing jobs 
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Figure 10. TODAC Data Model  
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3. Technologies 

To extend project's capabilities some technologies and frameworks have been used. The 

technologies that were used in the project were responsible for providing access to data, 

increasing security level etc. More detailed listing is presented below. 

3.1. General 

Java 1.7 

TODAC project has thoroughly been implemented in Java programming language. Java 

is commonly used at CERN and a number of systems have API in that language. 

Maven 3.1.1 

A built automation tool used primarily for Java projects. It was used to set up TODAC 

project structure and also for building and deployment. 

Tomcat 7.0.47 

Tomcat is an open source web server. It was used to host TODAC Web application. 

3.2. CERN 

TUDAS 

An efficient access layer to the TOTEM Offline Database that offers high-level 

programming interfaces in Java, Python and C++. All interactions between the database 

and TODAC is done via TUDAS layer. 

CASTOR 

The CERN Advanced STORage Manager is a hierarchical storage management system 

which was developed at CERN for managing physics data files - enormous data volume, 
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(petabytes). Files can be stored, listed, retrieved and remotely accessed using CASTOR 

command-line tools. Normally files are stored on tapes (where files are inaccessible), so 

sometimes it takes from few hours to few days for the files to be accessible. 

RunInfoPopulator uses CASTOR to find VMEA files, which are located there. 

CMSSW Framework 6.2.0 

CERN framework developed in the CMS experiment. CMSSW is used by physicists for 

instance to process raw files from LHC, perform simulations etc. The framework is used 

by RunInfoPopulator to extract relevant data from VMEA files. 

LHC Logging Database 

Oracle database system which is responsible for the persistence of logged time-series, 

filtered data for the lifetime of the LHC. 

TOTEM Offline Database 

Oracle Database 11g system for the TOTEM experiment at CERN. It is used for storing 

measurements relevant for the TOTEM. 

3.3. External 

Vaadin 

A Java framework for building web applications. The framework features a server-side 

architecture and has a built-in client-server communication. Vaadin is used to build 

TODAC Web application. 

Apache Log4j 

A Java-based logging utility. It was used in every module of TODAC to provide logging 

and tracing functionality on different levels of severity. 
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args4j 

A Java library intended for parsing command line arguments. args4j is used in the CLI 

implementation for TODAC Command-line application. 

3.4. Summary 

The chapter mentioned basic information about few most important frameworks and 

technologies that were used in the process of creation of TODAC. 
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4. Console application 

4.1. Use case 

 

Figure 11. Console application use case diagram 

1. Store measurements 

User initiates the process of gathering certain type of data and populating database with 

it by executing a command. On the basis of provided command-line arguments, suitable 

Populator module is invoked to perform requested action. 

1.1. Store Alignments 

User invokes AlignmentPopulator to save alignments to the database. The data is 

provided by the user in XML files. 

1.2. Store Luminosity 

User invokes LuminosityPopulator to save luminosity to the database. The data is 

provided by the user in CSV files. 
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1.3. Store Optics 

User invokes OpticsPopulator to save optics to the database. The data is provided by 

the user in CSV files. 

1.4. Store Geometry 

User invokes GeometryPopulator to save geometry measurements to the database. The 

data is provided by the user in XML files. 

1.5. Store LHC Variables 

User invokes LHCLoggingPopulator to read provided by the user set of Variables, fetch 

them from LDB and save retrieved data to TOTEM Offline Database. 

1.6. Store RunInfo 

User invokes RunInfoPopulator to start the process of populating the database with Run 

Information connected with specified by the user Run Number28. 

2. Perform authorization 

TUDAS user authorization is performed. 

  

                                              

28 Integer identifying a TOTEM Run 
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4.2. Realisation 

4.2.1. Concept 

 

Figure 12. Console application architecture 

The main concept of integrating all Populator modules into one command-line 

application was to create separate interfaces for each Populator and then integrate 

them in publicly accessible for users, main interface. 

The main interface is responsible for forwarding a user's request to the corresponding 

Populator's interface. There, the request command is parsed and then relevant 

Populator's method is invoked with provided arguments. Parsing command-line 

instructions is implemented with usage of args4j library. 

4.2.2. Interfaces 

Only formal interface for each type of measurement is presented in this section. 

Parameters in angle brackets are required. In turn, those in square brackets are optional. 

For the details (parameters meaning, allowed file formats etc.) see the User 

Documentation. 
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Figure 13. Example of CLI usage 

RunInfo 

Alignment 

Geometry 

todac runinfo 

 <run_number> 

 [-h] 

 [-description <description>] 

todac alignment  

 <path> 

 <start_run> 

 [<end_run>]  

 [-h]  

 [-R]  

 [-filelist]  

 [-label <label>] 

todac geometry  

 <path> 

 <start_run> 

 [<end_run>]  

 [-h]  

 [-label <label>] 
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Optics 

Luminosity 

LHCLogging 

4.3. Deployment 

TODAC Console application is available for every user at CERN who has: 

● a machine with SLC629 system (computer, lxplus30, virtual machine) 

                                              

29 Scientific Linux CERN 

todac optics  

 <path> 

 <start_run> 

 [<end_run>]  

 [-h] 

 [-type <type>] 

todac luminosity  

 <path>  

 -type <type> 

 [-h]  

 [-label <label>]  

 [-lsLengthSec <lsLengthSec>] 

todac lhclogging 

 <start_run> 

 [<end_run>]  

 [-h]  

 [-variable <variable>]  

 [-set <path>] 
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● access to CERN AFS 

● TUDAS installed 

● TOTEM Offline Database privileges 

User documentation as well as installation process description are available publicly on 

the TOTEM TWiki website31. 

 

Figure 14. TUDAS and TODAC installation process 

4.4. Summary 

The chapter explained the solution applied for unifying Populator modules into one 

command-line application. Furthermore, application's interface was shortly described. 

  

                                                                                                                                                   

30 Cluster of public machines, providing the interactive logon service to Linux for all CERN users 

31 https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/TOTEM 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/TOTEM
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5. Web application 

5.1. Use case 

 

Figure 15. Web application use case diagram 

1. Store measurements 

Web application functionality is significantly wider than that of CLI application - it 

includes functionality described in Console application section. 
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2. Perform authorization 

TUDAS user authorization is performed. 

3. Display data 

User initiates the process of downloading the data and displaying it in tabular form as 

contents of a web page. 

3.1 Display Alignments 

User may display the alignments data associated with the run time span and label that 

they specify. 

3.2 Display Geometry 

User may display all the geometry data (every type) associated with the run and label 

that they specify. 

3.3 Display LHC variables 

User may display all LHC measurements associated with specified run or specify variable 

name explicitly. 

3.4 Display Luminosity 

User may display LuminosityByLs or LuminosityByLsXing data associated with specified 

run. 

3.5 Display Optics 

User may display optics measurements associated with specified run. 

3.6 Display Run Information 

User may display information concerning specified TOTEM Run such as its Interval Of 

Validity, number of events and description or list all the runs stored in the database. 
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4. Download data 

Downloading the data in matching file format is an extension for the display data use 

case. User will be provided with a dynamically generated file containing data of user's 

choice. 

5.2. Realisation 

5.2.1. Concept 

 

Figure 16. Web application architecture 

The main concept of creating a web application is to extend console application's 

functionality by enabling users to display contents of the database and download it as 

files in format they were inserted into the database. The basic CLI functionality has been 

preserved - users may also populate the database by uploading files on the web server. 

All user input is captured from user-friendly web interface and then translated into 

desired functionality.  
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To provide the extended functionality of browsing database contents Data Access 

Object for every measurement type has been created.  

5.2.2. Technology stack 

In addition to the technologies used in Populator modules web application has been 

developed with Vaadin - a Java framework for building modern web applications. It 

meets all the requirements for creating the main TODAC application - uploading and 

downloading files, displaying tabular data and processing user input with AJAX32. As a 

server for the application Apache Tomcat has been chosen.  

  

                                              

32 Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 
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5.3. Graphical User Interface 

 

Figure 17. View transition diagram 
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Figure 18. Main application view 

 

 

Figure 19. Alignment browser form 
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Figure 20. Alignment populate form 

 

 

Figure 21. Geometry browser form  

 

 

Figure 22. Geometry populate form  
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Figure 23. LHC Logging browser and populate form  

 

 

Figure 24. Luminosity browser form   
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Figure 25. Luminosity populate form  

 

 

Figure 26. Optics browser form   

 

 

Figure 27. Optics populate form  
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Figure 28. Run information browser form  

 

 

Figure 29. Run information populate form  

5.4. Summary 

This chapter provided information concerning the design, implementation and 

functionalities of Web application and showed differences between both Web and 

Console applications. 
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6. Summary 

6.1. System capabilities 

While TUDAS is supposed to be the only way to access the TOTEM Offline Database, 

TODAC makes a full use of its interfaces and data model. TODAC is also compatible with 

TUDAS exception handling mechanism by extending its functionality. By creation of 

Populator components TODAC has been provided with simplified mechanisms for 

extracting data from files and accessing various external data sources transparently for 

the user. The integration with CMSSW Framework, CASTOR and LHC Logging 

Database is a key feature that allows users to access those systems’ functionality in a 

simple and efficient way. Populators are written in Java which makes them available on 

any operating system and ready to use as library components for any other Java 

application.  

Both Console and Web applications that come with the system are great examples of 

utilizing Populator components. Since both client applications can handle every data 

type used within TOTEM Experiment they serve as primary, everyday use tools for 

TOTEM scientists. Applications have been installed and configured in CERN working 

environment which assures availability for all users in the experiment. 

The system is both easy-to-use as well as easy-to-extend - future developers may extend 

existing Populator components to handle new file types or create new Populators if there 

ever comes a new measurement type. Thanks to the web infrastructure at CERN, TODAC 

system is able to process tremendous amounts of data in short periods of time.  

When it comes to security TODAC has been integrated with TUDAS which provides 

database authorization and assures integration with CERN Single Sign On as an 

authentication service. If a user wants to access some measurement they need to be 
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listed as authorized entity in the TOTEM Offline Database as well as they need to be 

authenticated with CERN SSO33. 

6.2. Verification of meeting the goals 

All the components listed in project requirements have been created: 

 Populators for each measurement type used in TOTEM 

o AlignmentsPopulator 

o GeometryPopulator 

o LHCLoggingPopulator 

o LuminosityPopulator 

o OpticsPopulator 

o RunInfoPopulator 

 Unified command-line interface for Populators 

 Web application 

Each of those artefacts has been comprehensively documented and is open for 

extensions.  

In addition to the freshly created modules, existing ones have been improved. TUDAS 

interfaces have been extended in order to provide required functionality in TODAC Web 

application. Software for the TOTEM Offline Database have been reviewed and its 

future have been discussed. As a result of that discussion some systems have become 

deprecated (DBPop, DBEL) and TUDAS has been established to be the only way to 

access the database. During TODAC development some TUDAS bugs were found and 

fixed. Also all of its interfaces have been thoroughly tested and results have been 

documented. 

TODAC project was used to populate the TOTEM Offline Database with real data. 

During that process the application has processed over 2 terabytes of data which 

                                              

33 CERN Single Sign On 
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resulted in over 36 million rows in the database. This should be considered as a great 

success and a confirmation of effectively working product. 

Feedback received from TOTEM scientists after the introduction of TODAC confirms that 

the system meets all it requirements and notably improves data processing in the 

TOTEM Experiment.  

6.3. Further development 

Since the system meets all its initial functional requirements none of it existing 

functionality should be modified, however, it may be easily extended. Currently the 

system is compatible with every measurement type relevant for the TOTEM Experiment 

and every file format associated with those measurements. If any new data type comes in 

the future it may be easily integrated into the system by creating a new Populator 

component and extending Web and Console applications to provide its functionality. 

New file formats may be introduced by adding new file readers to appropriate Populator 

components. 


